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Introduction

On August 24, 2022, Twitter shared 15 datasets of information operations it
identified and removed from the platform with researchers in the Twitter
Moderation Research Consortium for independent analysis. One of the
networks included accounts of a well-known Kremlin-linked journalism platform,
NewsFront. The network, which was suspended under Twitter’s Platform
Manipulation and Spam Policy, also included smaller pro-Kremlin news sites.
The takedown featured accounts associated with these news platforms, as well as
fake persona accounts engaged in coordinated behavior to boost specific tweets
and articles.
The suspended network consisted of 38 accounts active predominantly from 2013
to 2020, with a small upsurge of activity in January and February 2022, just prior
to Russia’s February 2022 invasion of Ukraine. Different parts of the network
appear to have been suspended on different dates, with the earliest inactive in
2016. According to Twitter, the presumptive countries of origin for the accounts
in the network were Russia, Ukraine, and the U.S.
Following our analysis of the tweets, accounts, and the timeframe of their activity,
we were able to identify four clusters:
• NewsFront accounts sharing articles in Russian, German and Serbian
• Accounts amplifying pro-Kremlin narratives surrounding the pretext of the
invasion of Ukraine
• Accounts coordinating to spread rumors around COVID-19
• A small group of accounts focusing on regional issues in Ukraine
This report outlines the extent and scope of the pro-Kremlin network, identifying
narratives across multiple languages.

1.1

Key takeaways
• NewsFront accounts promoted pro-Kremlin narratives on a broad range
of issues, from anti-Ukrainian President Zelensky content, reporting on
Ukrainian militia attacks on separatist areas, and geopolitics relating to the
US and the Middle East.
• In January 2022, accounts were created in bulk that promoted an article
from Kherson Life news site that NATO was provoking Russia to invade
Ukraine.
• In April 2020, nine accounts were created which amplified the same tweets
relating to COVID-19, promoting a narrative that the virus originated in the
US
• The network included accounts active from 2013 to 2016 focusing on the
Euromaidan uprisings in Ukraine and regional news in Kherson.
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Background on media assets and political situation

The bulk of the dataset consisted of tweets from the NewsFront media
organization, which was founded in 2014 during the Russian annexation of Crimea.
NewsFront has been the subject of extensive prior research by disinformation
scholars who have examined both its propaganda narratives and tactics. The US
government has previously suggested ties between NewsFront and Russia’s FSB,
the country’s secret service agency.
It is owned and run by Konstantin Knyrik, a local pro-Putin activist and
former militia soldier in Crimea, who aims to provide “an alternative source
of information for people in Europe and the US.” In 2018, Knyrik, who is reported
to be a member of the Crimea-based group of the pro-Putin political party Rodina,
said he is fighting against the information war the West started.
While the four Twitter accounts directly associated with NewsFront—one in
Russian, two German and one Serbian—were by far the most prolific in the
network (accounting for around 90% of messages in the dataset), NewsFront
was not part of the identifiable incidences of coordinated behavior we observed
in the network. Indeed, we note that we did not see links between NewsFront and
the rest of the accounts in the dataset. The coordinated behavior—retweeting in
bulk, for example—originated from other accounts in the network, and centered
around specific narratives, for example COVID-19, or the promotion of other
pro-Russian platforms. That’s not to say that there has or has not been online
coordination to promote NewsFront content on Twitter, but that within this dataset
we only observed such efforts around less well-known news providers. Facebook
removed NewsFront from its platforms in 2020.
In addition to NewsFront, Twitter suspended accounts relating to a number of
other news sites that have covered regional and international events, from the
conflict in Crimea and Ukraine to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Two sites are specific to Kherson, a city north of Russian-annexed Crimea. One of
those websites—Kherson Life—provides regional and international news and is
described as a “pro-Russian” site by Ukrainian media. The Ukrainian government
issued a statement urging citizens not to trust a list of Telegram channels, one of
which belonged to Kherson Life. One claim that the network amplified was that
NATO was provoking Russia to invade Ukraine. Another platform is Kherson News,
a repurposed site focusing on furniture and interior design, which previously
hosted local news and anti-Euromaidan content, archived on the Internet Archive
in 2014.
Two other sites, Ukraine Today and Monitor UA, the former with a Twitter account
in this network are owned by the same operator, and focused on pro-Russian and
pro-Kremlin commentary and opinion.
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 has brought increased focus on
the tactics used by Kremlin-aligned actors to promote rumors, sow divisions and
influence political discourse in neighboring countries.
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The European Union prohibited Kremlin state-affiliated media organizations such
as RT and Sputnik in 2022. However, the narratives featured on state-backed media
organizations are often spread and sustained by covert and clandestine tactics,
news sites that act as fronts for disinformation campaigns and are supported by
clusters of fake profiles.
The information war pursued by Russian President Vladimir Putin is expected
to continue and possibly intensify as the Russian military has failed to meet its
short-term aims of overturning Ukraine’s political leadership. This report reveals
the long chronology of sites and accounts coordinating to support pro-Kremlin
narratives, and serves as a useful insight into propaganda strategies that continue
to play out in contested online spaces.
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NewsFront on Twitter

The vast majority of tweets and activity featured in this network were the accounts
directly associated with the pro-Kremlin media entity NewsFront.
Prior efforts by NewsFront to influence political discourse have been well
documented by Western media. The Digital Forensic Research Lab at the Atlantic
Council found that NewsFront content, along with RT and Sputnik, was being
amplified in Germamy. NewsFront has been criticized for promoting anti-migrant
content in Germany, and amplifying the messaging of the far-right.
There were four suspended NewsFront accounts—one Russian language, one
Serbian and two German. The Russian NewsFront Twitter account was active
from March 2017 to February 2020. This account tweeted over 109,000 tweets.
The Serbian Twitter account was active from 2015 to February 2020, and sent
over 78,000 tweets. The two Germany accounts were active from March 2015 and
January 2016 to January 2021 and May 2020.

Figure 1: A screenshot of NewsFront’s main page in Russian, captured on
February 23, 2022.

NewsFront publishes in 11 languages and has had success in reaching Russian
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audiences. It has been among the top 10 most popular news sites in Russianspeaking regions.
In 2014 before he launched the platform, founder Konstantin Knyrik led a group
of militiamen to storm the Crimean Investigative Journalism Center, saying “We
will try to agree on the correct truthful coverage of events.”
Its founder denies links to the Russian secret service despite the US government
stating it has worked with FSB officers to coordinate propaganda efforts.
NewsFront operates a 24-hour livestream video channel and publishes regular
updates on Ukraine, Eastern Europe and international current affairs. An example
of a news update is headlined “the operation to denazify Ukraine”, echoing a
narrative—the inaccurate claim that Ukraine had been taken captive by Nazis—
promoted by Russian president Vladimir Putin used as a pretext to invade Ukraine.
Stop Fake,1 a Ukrainian organization 2 that refutes Russian disinformation, has
posted numerous assessments and debunkings of NewsFront articles.
Meta has also suspended accounts linked to the NewsFront brand. In late
February, the company said it shut down dozens of profiles spreading antiUkrainian propaganda. These accounts were linked to a NewsFront network
that was suspended in 2020.
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Accounts supporting pro-Kremlin narratives prior to
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine

Between December 2021 and February 2022, accounts in the dataset appear to use
several tactics to promote pro-Kremlin narratives ahead of the war with Ukraine.
These include the bulk creation of fake accounts to promote pro-Russian sites,
and the use of copypasta to reiterate specific messaging.
In the lead-up to the Russian invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022, there
appear to be coordinated efforts among assets in the dataset to promote narratives
that blame NATO for escalating tension between Russia and Ukraine.
The behavior was observed among a series of accounts created in late January that
all promoted an article that appeared on the Kherson Life news site on January
26, 2022. This included five accounts created on January 23, 2022, and one created
on January 26, 2022.
All these accounts appeared to have generic generated usernames in English
followed by random sequences of numbers, and distinct display names in Russian.
The five accounts formed on January 23, 2022, were all created within about 30
minutes of each other. It appears that Twitter was quick to suspend these accounts
following the onset of their activity. In the dataset, the accounts show at most two
tweets.
1
2

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/26/world/europe/ukraine-facebook-fake-news.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/26/world/europe/ukraine-kiev-fake-news.html
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Figure 2: This article on Kherson Life promoted the idea that NATO will provoke
Russia into war with Ukraine, but will not provide the military assistance
Ukraine would need to fight the war.

Intriguingly, using reverse image search on Yandex—a Russian-based search
engine—on the profile pictures inside the cluster, we found a number of matching
identities with the Russian names in the set corresponding to profiles on dating
websites, people search websites and in news articles.
These accounts in this cluster tweeted a link to the article in Figure 2 on January
26, 2022. Each of the accounts tweeted different messages, containing similar
themes, questioning if NATO or Ukraine’s allies would help Ukraine.
Outside this cluster of six accounts promoting the article, there were others
active during the same time period that promoted similar narratives and tweeted
Kherson Life content. One account was created in early December 2021 and last
tweeted on February 22, 2022, sharing articles from Kherson Life. Additionally, the
account replied to what appear to be real users and media outlets with copypasta—
sharing identical text over and over again—that promoted the same narrative
that the U.S. would provoke war between Russia and Ukraine and then would not
provide the necessary military assistance.

Figure 3: Tweets written in Russian featuring the same replies from a
suspended account from December 2021 to February 2022. The tweet says
that by pumping Ukraine with weapons, the U.S. deliberately provoked Russia,
while simultaneously refusing to provide military assistance. The tweet then
questions whether Western allies will come to Ukraine’s aid if Putin attacks.
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In the network, an account with a Kherson Life handle was active between 2015
and 2020. It tweeted over 3,000 times and linked to articles on the Kherson Life
site. It appears that this account had been suspended for a couple of years, but
the small cluster of accounts created in 2021 and 2022 were able to promote the
platform’s content in the lead up to the invasion. There is a Kherson Life Telegram
account—but as of August 18, 2022, it has remained inactive for over a month.

Figure 4: A screenshot from the Internet Archive of Kherson Life’s account.

Another dynamic of this specific portion of the network was the presence of two
other sites—Ukraine Today and Monitor UA. In February 2022, Meta highlighted
both Ukraine Today and Monitor UA for engaging in coordinated inauthentic
behavior.
The suspension of Ukraine Today on Twitter was reported just after the invasion
of Ukraine, and was tied to NewsFront’s operations. On February 28, 2022, NBC
reported that: “Twitter said it banned more than a dozen accounts tied to the
NewsFront and SouthFront Russian operation, which were pushing links to a new
propaganda site called Ukraine Today.”
This timeline corresponds to Meta’s removal of the same network. Their blog
post stated:
This network used fake accounts and operated fictitious personas
and brands across the internet — including on Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, YouTube, Telegram, Odnoklassniki and VK — to appear more
authentic in an apparent attempt to withstand scrutiny by platforms
and researchers. These fictitious personas used profile pictures
likely generated using artificial intelligence techniques like generative
adversarial networks (GAN).
This operation ran a handful of websites masquerading as independent news outlets, publishing claims about the West betraying
Ukraine and Ukraine being a failed state.
Ukraine Today’s Twitter account was created in 2017, although the 40 tweets from
this account present in the dataset were all posted between December 2021 to
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February 2022. We did not find pages on the Internet Archive prior to December
2021, and it is unclear what activity—if any—the account was engaged in before
this period.
Ukraine Today’s Telegram account was created in December 2021 and remains
active.

Figure 5: An article from Ukraine Today saying that Russia’s “operation” in
Ukraine happened eight years too late.

Other suspended accounts in this network shared articles from Monitor UA, which
promotes similar pro-Kremlin narratives.
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Blaming the US for COVID-19

A number of accounts active in April 2020 promoted suspect ideas around the
coronavirus pandemic. These accounts did not appear to post links to the proKremlin sites mentioned in this report, but rather instigated coordinated behavior
on the topic of the COVID-19 pandemic.
This section of the network consisted of nine accounts. Eight accounts were
created on April 11, 2020, and one was created on April 12, 2020. The number
of tweets from these accounts ranged from four to seven, and the majority were
inactive about three days after their creation on April 14, 2020.
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Figure 6: A link to Ukraine Today, highlighted at the bottom of the page on
Monitor UA.

Figure 7: A tweet from an account relating to COVID-19 taken from the Internet
Archive, which appears to be using a computer-generated profile image.
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Some of the accounts promoting the tweet about COVID-19 appear to have
been computer generated, featuring asymmetrical lips, eyes and generated
backgrounds.

Figure 8: This tweet, relating to the origin of COVID-19, was retweeted in a
coordinated effort by the accounts in the network.

The predominant link between the nine accounts was the collective retweeting
on April 14, 2020 of a tweet by a pro-China user with only a small number of
followers.
While the COVID-19 focused accounts featured in the cluster did not reference
or engage with NewsFront, we note that NewsFront has also spread misleading
information around the pandemic.
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Earlier activities of the Russia-Ukraine network

The Twitter takedown dataset additionally included one very small cluster of
activity that was active from 2013 to 2016. The common thread between the
accounts in this small cluster was the promotion of another regional news site:
Kherson News.
Reviewing the Kherson News website now, it is mainly focused on furniture and
interior design. However, using the Wayback Machine, it is possible to view the
site in its previous iteration.
One of the suspended Twitter accounts featured had a link to the website in their
biography on Twitter. It appears that these accounts were suspended in 2016.
However, this element of the network was a fairly small component inside the
dataset we were provided with.
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Conclusion

The influence tactics used in this network are not novel. The network included
accounts created in bulk, which then coordinated and amplified specific
narratives or were used to promote propaganda news sites.
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Figure 9: Kherson News currently, focusing on interior design.

Figure 10: A screenshot from February 8, 2014, of Kherson News. The site
features local news and critical coverage of the Euromaidan uprisings.
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The activity of accounts in this network spanned over nearly a decade, and covered
topics from regional issues in Ukraine, COVID-19 and the war between Russia
and its said neighbor. The NewsFront platforms have been flagged by government
agencies, and its activities are well-reported in mainstream media. However, these
lesser-well-known sites—such as Kherson Life and Ukraine Today—demonstrate
the breadth of sites and accounts involved in influence campaigns.
The NewsFront accounts in Serbian, German, English and Russian tweeted
thousands of times. The other accounts in this collection, Ukraine Today and
Kherson Life, were not as prolific. However, despite these accounts—NewsFront,
Kherson Life, Ukraine Today—being deplatformed from Twitter and Facebook,
they are able to continue publishing on less moderated platforms such as
Telegram.
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The Stanford Internet Observatory is a cross-disciplinary program of research, teaching
and policy engagement for the study of abuse in current information technologies,
with a focus on social media. The Stanford Internet Observatory was founded in 2019
to research the misuse of the internet to cause harm, formulate technical and policy
responses, and teach the next generation how to avoid the mistakes of the past.

